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In this paper, we address the scheduling problem for single-ISA heterogeneous multicore processors running
hybrid mixed-criticality workloads with a limited and ﬂuctuating energy budget provided by solar energy
harvesting. The hybrid workloads consist of a set of ﬁrm-deadline timing-centric applications and a set of softdeadline throughput-centric multithreaded applications. Our framework exploits traits of the diﬀerent types of
cores in heterogeneous multicore systems to service timing-centric workloads with a few big out-of-order cores,
while servicing throughput-centric workloads with many smaller in-order cores clocked in the energy-eﬃcient
near-threshold computing (NTC) region. Guided by a novel timing intensity metric, our mixed-criticality
scheduling framework creates an optimized schedule that minimizes overall miss penalty for a time-varying
energy budget. Experimental results indicate that our framework achieves a 9.5% miss penalty reduction with
the proposed timing intensity metric compared to metrics from prior work, a 13.6% performance improvement
over a state-of-the-art scheduling approach for single-ISA heterogeneous platforms, and a 23.2% performance
beneﬁt from exploiting platform heterogeneity.

1. Introduction
Recent years have seen billions of embedded systems deployed
around the world to support a variety of diﬀerent applications domains.
For an increasing number of embedded applications, there is a critical
need for energy autonomous devices that can utilize ambient energy
from the environment to perform computations without relying on an
external power supply or frequent battery charges. Solar energy has
been considered as one of most important source of ambient energy
in research on management of harvesting-aware embedded systems
[1–6], as the advancement of photovoltaic energy harvesting technologies at various scales have paved the way to deploy such embedded
system types more widely [53–55].
Embedded computing systems that include timing behavior as part of
their performance or correctness criteria are called real-time embedded
systems. In such real-time systems, a deadline is called ﬁrm if missing it
results in an immediate performance penalty, otherwise the deadline is
considered to be soft. If critical system failure can happen after a deadline
miss, the deadline is considered to be a hard deadline [7]. Due to the
variable nature of solar radiation intensity, the most suitable role of
embedded systems with solar energy harvesting as the only energy source
is to host applications without strict real-time requirements. Thus it may
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not be desirable to consider such systems for real-time applications with
hard deadlines, such as for life-support systems, automotive system
control, aircraft navigation, etc., for which any deadline miss results in a
critical system failure that may have catastrophic consequences. Instead,
it is more practical to deploy such systems without energy guarantees, for
best-eﬀort execution of applications, where a ﬁrm or soft deadline miss is
not considered a failure of the entire system.
Consider such a best-eﬀort embedded system powered by energy
harvesting, deployed for continuous data collection, data post-processing, and data transmission at a remote location. For each operation
interval (e.g., every few minutes), a data point can be recorded from
sensor modules by executing certain control tasks, for which a missed
deadline results in inaccuracy in the averaged values of data features.
Such tasks can be considered to be timing-centric with ﬁrm deadlines.
On the other hand, post-processing of raw data and data transmission
tasks can be delayed somewhat as the system can buﬀer a certain
amount of data or clients can accept a lower rate of transmitted data.
Such tasks are generally throughput-centric with soft deadlines. In this
paper, we represent such applications (with diﬀerent levels of real-time
constraints) as mixed-criticality workloads that consist of a mix of
timing-centric tasks with ﬁrm deadlines and throughput-centric tasks
with soft deadlines [8,9].
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throughput levels without sacriﬁcing energy eﬃciency of the computation;
4. A new energy-aware priority metric, timing intensity-aware penalty
density, is proposed to dynamically measure the importance of
instances of diﬀerent task criticality types within a mixed-criticality
workload.
5. Our experiments analyze the proposed mixed-criticality scheduling
framework and show notable improvements in miss penalty reduction and overall performance improvement compared to a state-ofthe-art scheduling approach for single-ISA heterogeneous platforms.

Recent years have also seen the rise of multicore processing in lowpower embedded devices [10]. Due to the increasing demand for
performance in emerging embedded applications, we are starting to see
manycore platforms with greater core counts while maintaining
energy-eﬃciency. As an example, MediaTek's Helix ×30 for mobile
embedded applications released in 2017 [12] is a heterogeneous
architecture with 10 heterogeneous ARM cores. For mixed-criticality
applications, ARM is rolling out Cortex-R52 [52], a new generation of
embedded processor with up to 4 cores and improved performance to
address mixed-criticality workloads. Multiple Cortex-R52 processors
can be integrated into a SoC, together with other ARM processor
variants, for greater performance in embedded applications.
Multicore processors with heterogeneous cores have also been
shown to provide substantial improvements in energy-eﬃciency and
performance for energy-constrained systems [11]. Thus the pairing of
manycore and heterogeneous computing is not a privilege for largescale high-performance systems anymore, whose adoption to embedded processors can be seen in the big. LITTLE architecture from
ARM that is continuously evolving with increased core counts [10].
With the rise in computing capabilities of emerging heterogeneous
multicore processors, run-time workload distribution and energymanagement in these architectures are becoming crucial steps towards
minimizing the overall system energy consumption while maximizing
achievable application performance. Heterogeneous platforms are
particularly well-suited to execute mixed-criticality workloads as
diﬀerent types of cores can be utilized to better match speciﬁc criticality
requirements of diﬀerent types of tasks.
In addition to multiprocessing and heterogeneous computing, a
new design paradigm has emerged to further help minimize energy in
contemporary chip designs, called near-threshold computing (NTC)
[13–18]. In NTC, the supply voltage is set just slightly higher than
threshold voltage, and execution at this NTC mode achieves several
times better energy-eﬃciency than conventional super-threshold computing (STC) [16] operation modes. NTC is thus a very eﬀective
strategy to minimize energy for energy-constrained embedded systems.
However, as NTC mode operation typically sacriﬁces performance in
favor of energy-eﬃciency, it is not straightforward to use it for mixedcriticality real-time systems with timing constraints.
In this paper, we focus on the important problem of design and
management of STC/NTC capable heterogeneous multicore platforms
powered by solar energy harvesting and running mixed-criticality
workloads, to optimize cost, performance and energy eﬃciency of such
systems. We propose a novel mixed-criticality scheduling framework
(McSF), that for the ﬁrst time, addresses the problem of allocating and
scheduling workloads with diﬀerent degrees of criticality on a heterogeneous multicore embedded system powered by energy harvesting and
supporting NTC operation. Our framework employs NTC for throughputcentric tasks with loose timing constraints and a high degree of
parallelism (DoP), maintaining their computation throughput by executing their threads concurrently on many cores in an energy-eﬃcient
manner. By improving the energy-eﬃciency for throughput-centric tasks,
more energy budget becomes available for timing-centric tasks, which
are allocated with awareness of harvested energy ﬂuctuations. The novel
contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:

2. Related work
In this section, we review prior work that is relevant to our
contribution in this paper. First we discuss scheduling algorithms for
single-core energy harvesting embedded systems, followed by scheduling algorithms for multi-core energy harvesting embedded systems.
Next we discuss work on near-threshold computing (NTC) to save
energy in emerging computing platforms. Lastly, we discuss eﬀorts to
schedule mixed-criticality workloads on various platforms.
Several prior eﬀorts have explored workload scheduling for embedded systems with solar energy harvesting, e.g., [2–6,19–22]. An
early work by Moser et al. proposed the lazy scheduling algorithm that
executed tasks as late as possible, reducing task deadline miss rates
compared to the classical earliest deadline ﬁrst algorithm [2]. However,
for low-power systems with frequency scaling capabilities, delaying
task execution can lead to higher frequency requirements and thus
lower energy-eﬃciency. Liu et al. [3] used frequency scaling to slow
down the execution speed of arriving tasks as evenly as possible, to save
energy. In [4], a utilization-based technique was proposed for periodic
task scheduling in energy-harvesting embedded systems. Zhang et al.
[5] combined task scheduling with a power model of a DC-DC
converter to adjust the workload for higher charging eﬃciency.
Chetto [19] proposed a semi-online EDF-based scheduling algorithm
that is theoretically optimal. However, these works only consider
single-core systems and simple independent task models with no
inter-task dependencies.
Xiang et al. [6,21] proposed a framework to manage task execution
on energy harvesting powered homogeneous multicore systems with a
hybrid battery/supercapacitor for energy storage. The work addressed
the scheduling problem for independent periodic tasks, with awareness
of the on-chip temperature proﬁle and process variations. Xiang et al.
[22] also proposed a framework to schedule task graphs on homogeneous multicore embedded systems and react to soft errors at runtime to reduce their impact on performance. Zhang et al. [20]
introduced a deadline-aware scheduling algorithm with energy migration strategies speciﬁcally designed to manage distributed supercapacitors in sensor networks. None of these prior works on scheduling for
embedded systems with solar energy harvesting consider the scheduling problem for heterogeneous multicore systems, utilize the NTC
execution paradigm, or support mixed-criticality workloads.
The high energy-eﬃciency achievable with near-threshold computing
(NTC) and its design challenges are discussed in [13]. In [14] NTC is
explored as a way to address the power density problem for 3D-stacked
chips. As NTC systems tend to be more sensitive to process variations
with their lower supply voltage, a few recent works propose novel
management techniques for NTC to alleviate the performance impact
of process variations [15–17]. More recently, Karpuzcu et al. [18]
proposed Accordion, a framework that executes workloads with adjustable problem sizes and fault resilience on NTC-enabled cores. Chen et al.
[23] studied the impact of NTC on architectural design of processors by
analyzing resulting shifts in performance bottlenecks. But to the best of
our knowledge, no prior work has addressed the scheduling problem for
NTC-enabled cores powered by energy harvesting. Moreover prior
work has also not considered allocation of mixed criticality workloads
on heterogeneous NTC-capable platforms.

1. Unlike any prior work, we formulate and solve the challenging
problem of scheduling mixed-criticality, real-time applications on
heterogeneous energy-harvesting embedded system platforms;
2. A hybrid mapping and scheduling framework is proposed to oﬄoad
scheduling complexity of timing-centric task graphs to a comprehensive design-time methodology so that only lightweight adjustments are required at run-time (e.g., selecting among a small set of
schedule templates, core operation modes, and task DoPs) to cope
with changing energy harvesting scenarios over time;
3. For eﬃcient execution of throughput-centric tasks, we utilize nearthreshold computing (NTC) on several small cores to maintain high
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Fig. 1. Overview of our proposed McSF framework, for a single-ISA heterogeneous multicore embedded system platform with solar energy harvesting and near threshold computing
(NTC) capability.

3. Problem formulation

Mixed-criticality workloads are becoming pervasive in many embedded systems today. These workloads consist of applications with
diﬀerent timing or reliability requirements. Systems designed to
support such workloads are often referred to as mixed-criticality
platforms. The problem of managing a mixed-criticality workload on
a single physical platform has attracted a lot of attention in recent
years. An early work by Vestal [24] studied schedulability analysis and
preemptive ﬁxed priority scheduling for tasks with diﬀerent criticalities. Mollison et al. [25] brought this problem to multicore systems by
proposing a global mixed-criticality scheduling algorithm that can
redistribute slack among tasks while maintaining isolation for tasks
of diﬀerent criticality levels. Giannopoulou et al. [26] proposed a timetriggered mixed-criticality scheduling approach with barrier synchronization to resolve resource sharing conﬂicts between applications with
diﬀerent criticality levels. Saraswat et al. [27] studied the topic of faulttolerance for mixed-criticality systems. Their proposed framework
tackles soft errors using checkpointing-based rollback recovery and
tolerates permanent core failures by task migration. Huang et al. [28]
studied fault-tolerant mixed-criticality scheduling in the presence of
transient faults in the system to provide safety guarantees to tasks with
diﬀerent criticality levels according to established safety standards. The
applicability of the proposed scheduling technique was veriﬁed for a
ﬂight management system application. Huang et al. [29] also suggested
a "run and be safe" strategy that boosts processor frequency temporarily to satisfy timing requirements of critical tasks without degrading
service for other tasks. A few works have also focused on the mapping
and partitioning of mixed-criticality applications on multicore architectures [30–32]. However, none of these works consider heterogeneous multicore processors as the target platform for mixed-criticality scheduling, or the added complexity due to solar energy
harvesting.
Tamas-Selicean et al. [33] explored optimization for mixed-criticality real-time applications on distributed heterogeneous nodes, but
not for heterogeneous multicores integrated on a single processor chip.
In [34], although heterogeneous multicore processors are initially
considered as the hardware platform, the platform is virtualized to
behave as a symmetric multi-processor (SMP). Craeynest et al. [35]
proposed the performance impact estimation (PIE) scheduling and
allocation framework for thread scheduling in single-ISA heterogeneous systems. However, it did not consider applications with mixedcriticality constraints. Unlike any of these prior works, this paper is
the ﬁrst to speciﬁcally address the mixed-criticality scheduling
problem for a unique computing platform that consists of a heterogeneous multiprocessor powered by solar energy harvesting.

Fig. 1 shows an overview of our system model that consists of a
single-ISA heterogeneous multicore processor with NTC operation
mode capability, an energy harvesting/ storage/conversion module,
and our mixed-criticality scheduling framework (McSF) to schedule
mixed-criticality workloads on to cores. In the following subsections we
describe the various components and assumptions of our system model
before presenting our problem objective.
3.1. Mixed-criticality workload model
We diﬀerentiate the criticality dynamics of real-time periodic tasks
based on the (m,k) model proposed in [9]. By deﬁnition, a task in a
system with an (m,k) deadline needs to ﬁnish at least m task instances
out of each k consecutive instances to avoid system service quality
degradation. However, limited by energy harvesting availability, the
system cannot always guarantee full service and some tasks may have
to be dropped. In our (m,k) model, the dropping of a task instance
comes with a user-deﬁned cost, which is called miss penalty. Miss
penalty of a task will be applied to the system whenever an (m,k)
deadline miss is detected. Our mixed-criticality workload is composed
of tasks classiﬁed into two categories: the ﬁrst is timing-centric realtime tasks with (1,1)-ﬁrm deadline constraints; the other is a set of
throughput-centric tasks with (m,k)-soft deadline constraints. The
criticalities of tasks of both types can be compared based on combinations of their miss penalties and (m,k) constraints.
Timing-centric workloads represent lightweight real-time periodic
tasks in the application domain of control, sensing, communication,
etc., that require a response before a speciﬁed deadline ((1,1)-ﬁrm). In
this paper, we assume that these workloads come with highly customized and ﬁxed degree of parallelism (DoP) adapted for eﬃcient
execution and, thus, can be best modeled as periodic task graphs [36].
Throughput-centric workloads represent general-purpose-applications such as soft real-time tasks in the domain of image processing,
data mining, etc., that can tolerate some delay between samples (with
(m,k)-soft deadline). We model these workloads as barrier-synchronized multithreaded applications [37,38] with ﬂexible DoP, which
forks/joins threads between sequential and parallel phases. Even
though timing constraints for these workloads are not as stringent,
they require more computing resources and support high DoPs, making
it essential to exploit parallelism in order to achieve high throughput
for such workloads.
In the rest of this paper, we refer to these two types of workloads as
timing-centric task graphs (timing-graphs) and throughput-centric
116
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energy eﬃciency in our highly energy-constrained platform.

Table 1
Characteristics of mixed-criticality workloads.
Workload Type
Criticality Type
Structure Model
Parallelism
Execution Time
Period
Deadline Model
Execution Rate

timing-graphs
timing-centric
task graphs
highly customized
few seconds
tens of seconds
(1,1)-ﬁrm
related to period

3.3. Energy harvesting, storage, and budgeting

throughput-apps
throughput-centric
multithreaded applications
barrier-synchronized
few minutes
tens of minutes
(m, k)-soft
related to (m, k) and period

A photovoltaic (PV) system is used as the power source for our
multicore embedded system, converting ambient solar energy into
electric power. Naturally, the amount of harvested power varies over
time due to changing environmental conditions. To cope with the
unstable nature of the solar energy source, we assume an energy
harvesting subsystem with maximum power point tracking to extract
the maximum amount of energy possible from the PV system [46]. We
also assume a hybrid supercapacitor-battery storage to bridge the PV
system with our embedded system eﬃciently [21]. Note that our runtime scheduler can operate normally as long as it can query and get a
feasible energy budget from the energy storage subsystem for the
upcoming schedule window; thus our approach can work with diverse
energy storage solutions, e.g., battery-only or supercapacitor-only
solutions.
As solar harvesting power can vary abruptly within a very short
period, it is important to ﬁlter out the noise from incoming power so
that scheduling decisions can be made and executed based on a stable
and reliable energy supply. Thus, we use an energy budget assignment
scheme called energy budget window shifting from [22] (see Fig. 2).
This scheme partitions time into schedule windows of identical length,
which in our work is the least common multiple of all timing-centric
task graphs’ periods. Then the energy harvested within each schedule
window, combined with unused energy, is applied as the energy budget
for the next schedule window. Although utilization of harvested energy
is delayed for a short period of time in this scheme, it provides the runtime scheduler with a known and stable energy budget at the beginning
of each window, making it easier to split the energy budget between
timing-centric and throughput-centric workloads.

multithreaded applications (throughput-apps). Table 1 summarizes
the diﬀerences between these two types of workloads. In this paper, we
assume that all sets of periodic workloads have their execution times,
periods, and deadline models proﬁled and deﬁned at design-time, and
are known to our mixed-criticality scheduling framework.
3.2. Heterogeneous multicore computing platform
We consider a single-ISA heterogeneous multicore platform to
service mixed-criticality workloads. Similar to ARM's big. LITTLE
[10], our platform combines one cluster of big cores and one cluster
of small cores. In our work, both types of cores (big, small) are based on
the ×86 instruction set architecture (ISA). The big-core-cluster has
several high performance out-of-order cores with per-core dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) capability that allows execution
at several discrete frequency-voltage levels [45]. The small-core-cluster
has several power-eﬃcient in-order cores, all of which are clocked with
uniform frequency in the NTC region to maximize energy-eﬃciency.
We assume no simultaneous multithreading support in the processors, thus each core only executes one task (thread) exclusively at a time.
The high performance big-core-cluster is mainly, but not exclusively,
utilized to execute timing-centric tasks graphs, while the small-corecluster executes parallel phases for throughput-centric multithreaded
applications. While it is common to rely on high performance cores for
high throughput tasks on general-purpose computing platforms, an
energy harvesting-powered system, however, obtains maximum throughput over time when energy-eﬃciency is prioritized. This is because the
dominant throughput bottleneck for energy harvesting systems is their
highly limited energy budget. Our decision to prioritize the small-corecluster for throughput-centric applications (note that these applications
can also utilize the big-core-cluster with lower priority) allows for better

3.4. Problem objective
As solar energy harvesting does not guarantee energy suﬃciency,
our system is positioned as a soft real-time system that ensures besteﬀort operation adapted to a given level of energy supply available at
run-time. Our main objective is to allocate and schedule mixedcriticality workloads composed of multiple timing-centric task graphs
with ﬁrm-deadlines (timing-graphs) and throughput-centric multithreaded applications with soft-deadlines (throughput-apps) running

Fig. 2. Illustration of energy budgeting and workload scheduling across schedule windows over time.
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simultaneously at run-time, such that the total miss penalty for the
entire system is minimized, under a varying and abruptly changing
harvested energy budget, as shown below:

Minimize

∑
timing − graphs

∑

misspenalty +

penaltydensity =

misspenalty × timingintensity
energyrequirement

Among the three components in the equation, miss penalty of each
instance is user deﬁned and assumed to be known at design time and
energy requirement can be obtained by proﬁling applications under
diﬀerent operating frequency levels. However the timing intensity of
an instance can change dynamically at run-time based on its (m,k)
constraint and ﬁnish/miss history of previous instances. Hamdaoui
et al. [9] proposed a distance-to-failure metric to characterize timing
intensity of task instances. However, that metric only considers the
next nearest instance failure in the worst case while we would like to
consider all upcoming instances aﬀected by recent execution history, to
enable minimization of overall system miss penalty. Thus in this paper
we propose a new and more comprehensive way to characterize the
timing intensity of a task instance, as shown below:

misspenalty

throughput − apps

Subject toharvested energy budget, soft/firm deadlines

4. McSF scheduling framework
In this section, we give an overview of our mixed-criticality
scheduling framework (McSF), which consists of both design-time
and run-time components.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, for each schedule window, our run-time
scheduler dispatches a mix of timing-centric and throughput-centric
workloads for execution, given the available energy budget and
computing resources. At the system level, the scheduler intelligently
enables a balanced distribution of energy budget between the two types
of workloads while aiming to minimize overall system miss penalty.
Due to the diﬀerent characteristics and needs of these two types of
workloads, each type of workload is scheduled with a speciﬁcally
designed approach, as discussed next.
Timing-centric task graphs in a schedule window can be executed
without considering other schedule windows, as the length of a
schedule window is the least common multiple of their periods. The
general problem of scheduling a task graph under optimization goals
and constraints is known to be NP-complete [47]. Thus our scheduling
scheme for timing-centric task graphs is designed to oﬄoad their
scheduling complexity to design-time by oﬄine generation of schedule
templates that can be quickly selected for each schedule window at runtime based on the energy budget and cores made available for them
after the system-level resource distribution.
In contrast, instances of throughput-centric multithreaded applications require execution times that can span multiple schedule
windows, and thus their execution has to be scheduled dynamically.
However, as the execution phases of throughput-centric multithreaded
applications are barrier-synchronized, their scheduling complexity is
much lower than that of timing-centric task graphs.
The following sections discuss our scheduling approach in more
detail. Section 5 describes our run-time heuristic for penalty-aware
workload ﬁltering and scheduling for mixed-criticality workloads, while
Section 6 describes the design-time heuristic to generate schedule
templates for timing-centric task graphs.

k −1

timingintensity =

∑
p =0

m − mp′
(k − p)2

,

m≥1,k ≥1 andm < k

where, mp’ is the total number of deadlines met (instances ﬁnished) in
the last p periods, and the values of m and k are based on the userdeﬁned (m,k) constraint of the task instance. We refer to every k
instances as an evaluation window. A ﬁnish or miss of an upcoming
task instance aﬀects the results for the k upcoming evaluation windows.
The timing intensity of an upcoming instance is essentially the
accumulation of its importance factors with respect to these k evaluation windows. For an evaluation window consisting of p previous
instances and k – p future instances, as mp’ instances have already
ﬁnished, m – mp’ out of k – p upcoming task instances should be
ﬁnished to avoid a miss penalty, resulting in a ﬁnish rate requirement
of (m−mp′)/(k − p). As the upcoming instance is only one of the future k
– p instances to contribute to this ﬁnish rate, we divide ﬁnish rate by k
– p to get (m−mp′)/(k − p)2 as the importance factor. This deﬁnition also
applies to task graphs with (1, 1)-ﬁrm deadlines, which is a special case
with m= 1, k=1, p=0, mp’=0 that always results in an instance timing
intensity value of 1.
Fig. 3 shows an example of a (2,5)-soft constraint workload
execution under three diﬀerent scenarios. To calculate timing intensity
of the upcoming instance in case (a), 5 (k=5) evaluation windows are
involved, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Considering the ﬁrst (leftmost)
evaluation window, as 2 instances have already ﬁnished, 0 out of 1
instances in the future are require to ﬁnish to meet the (2,5)-soft
constraint, resulting in an importance factor of 0/12. For the fourth
evaluation window, only 1 instance has already ﬁnished. Thus 1
additional instance should be ﬁnished in the remaining 4 future
instances, resulting in an importance factor of 1/42. In all, the
upcoming instance in case (a) has timing intensity of 0.143, which is

5. Run-time mixed-criticality scheduling
In this section we describe our run-time mixed-criticality scheduling heuristic for scheduling timing-centric task graphs and throughputcentric multithreaded applications to minimize total miss penalty in
the system. First, we deﬁne a priority metric to represent the impact of
each task instance on system miss penalty with consideration of (m,k)
soft deadline constraints. Then we propose a heuristic to dynamically
select and schedule high-priority instances of timing-centric and
throughput-centric workloads.
5.1. Soft deadline-aware priority metric
As we consider best-eﬀort execution under insuﬃcient solar energy
harvesting conditions, it is necessary to dynamically create priorities
and rank the instances of both timing-centric task graphs and
throughput-centric multithreaded applications, to compare their impact on system miss penalty per unit energy. Based on this guideline,
we deﬁne a new penalty density metric that depends on miss penalty,
energy requirement, and timing intensity of a task instance, as shown
below:

Fig. 3. Illustration of timing intensity for (2, 5)-soft deadline case.
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(i) For throughput-app instances, priorities are updated individually
at the beginning of each schedule window (step 1). The priority of
a task instance will evolve and be diﬀerent from that in previous
windows as timing intensity keeps changing with respect to the
(m,k) constraint (Section 5.1). For a task instance already in
execution, its priority will increase with time because the more
energy it has already consumed, the less energy it requires to ﬁnish.
This mechanism encourages the heuristic to resume application
instances in progress so that the eﬀort already invested in execution
can be preserved.
Algorithm 1. Dynamic workload ﬁltering and scheduling

calculated by accumulating importance factors of all the 5 evaluation
windows involved.
Case (b) also has 2 out of 4 previous task instances ﬁnished, similar
to case (a). However, the ﬁrst ﬁnished instance only aﬀects the
importance factor for the ﬁrst evaluation window. Consequently, the
other 4 evaluation windows all have higher importance factors
compared to case (a), causing the timing intensity of the upcoming
instance to be much higher (= 0.504). Thus, for previously ﬁnished
instances, not only is their number but also their distribution aﬀects
timing intensity of the upcoming instance. Case (c) shows that an
upcoming instance can have a timing intensity greater than 1, as it not
only must be ﬁnished to avoid miss penalty in the current period,
similar to (1,1)-ﬁrm instances, but it also aﬀects timing intensities of
future instances.

Inputs

Deﬁnition

EGY_BGT energy harvested and unused during last schedule
window
EGY_PRD averaged harvested energy prediction for relevant
future schedule windows using mechanism from [3]
TH_pool all instances of throughput-apps that have arrived or in
execution
TMPL_set Set of oﬄine-generated schedule templates for
scheduling timing-graphs (see Section 6)

5.2. Dynamic workload ﬁltering and scheduling
As the proposed timing intensity-aware penalty density metric
supports both (m,k)-soft and (1,1)-ﬁrm deadline constraints, it makes
co-optimization of both timing-centric task graphs (timing-graphs)
and throughput-centric multithreaded applications (throughput-apps)
possible. In this section, a dynamic workload ﬁltering and scheduling
heuristic is proposed to perform uniform resource allocation for mixedcriticality workloads, based on the energy budget assigned or predicted
in the current and future schedule windows, with the goal of minimizing overall system miss penalty. The input and output of the proposed
heuristic is outlined in Fig. 4. Our heuristic progressively compares and
accepts instances of timing-graphs and throughput-apps at the
beginning of each schedule window. Recall (from Section 4) that
throughput-apps require execution times that can span multiple
schedule windows, while execution times for timing-graphs are always
less than a schedule window. Also, timing-graphs execute on the bigcore-cluster; whereas throughput-apps execute their parallel phases on
the small-core-cluster and their sequential phases on the big-corecluster. Our core type-aware allocation scheme optimally matches the
characteristics of the input mixed-critically workload with the given
target heterogeneous multicore platform. Based on this design choice,
the major focus of our heuristic is to dynamically balance energy
budget and core allocation wisely between two very diﬀerent workload
types, while ensuring that workload instances with better return per
watt can get prioritized, to minimize overall system miss penalty. The
heuristic procedure is shown in Algorithm 1.
First of all, the dynamic instance priorities (i.e., penalty densities)
of the two types of applications are assigned on-the-ﬂy by using two
diﬀerent approaches:

Triggered at the beginning of each schedule window:
1 update priorities (i.e., penalty densities) for all instances of
throughput-apps in TH_pool;
2 while (there are unscheduled task instances in TH_pool) and
(EGY_BGT != 0) {
3 select instance TH ϵ TH_pool, with highest priority, densityTH
4 ﬁnd a schedule template (new_temp) in TMPL_set that allows for
the most timing-graphs to ﬁnish for available EGY_BGT;
5 calculate priority of timing-graphs added in new_temp: densityTI
← Δpenalty/Δenergy; †
6 if (densityTH < densityTI) {
7 current_template = new_temp;
8 } else if (densityTH > densityTI) and (EGY_BGT, EGY_PRD are
suﬃcient to ﬁnish execution of TH) {
9 if sequential phase detected for TH in this schedule window {
10 steal one big core from timing-graphs; } //end if
11 start/resume execution of TH on lowest number of small cores;
12 EGY_BGT = EGY_BGT – estimated energy for TH in window;
13 current_template = schedule template in TMPL_set that allows
the most timing-graphs to ﬁnish for the available EGY_BGT;
14 } //end if
15 remove TH from TH_pool;
16 } //end while
17 if (EGY_BGT != 0) {
18 EGY_BGT = EGY_BGT + energy of current_template;
19 current_template = schedule template that allows for the most
timing-graphs to ﬁnish for the EGY_BGT; } //end if
Output: Execution schedule for throughput-apps; selected current
schedule template for timing-graphs
†

Δ values are based on comparison between current and new template from step 4
(i) For timing-graph instances, as their (m,k) timing intensity is always equal to 1
(Section 5.1), their dynamic priorities only change with varying energy requirements
for diﬀerent frequencies assigned in diﬀerent schedule templates. We assume the
availability of oﬄine-generated schedule templates for diﬀerent discrete combinations of number of big cores and energy budget levels (discussed in more detail in
Section 6). These templates are sorted in increasing order of instance ﬁnish rates.
From this available sorted template list, we select a template that enables ﬁnishing
the most timing-graphs within the energy budget for the schedule window (step 4).
Unlike the case of throughput-apps, here our heuristic evaluates the total priority of
extra task instances that can be accepted if a new schedule template is used instead of
the currently selected schedule template. This is deduced by comparing the new
template's miss penalty and energy requirement to those of the currently selected
schedule template (steps 4, 5). Section 6 discusses how these templates are generated
at design time for timing-graphs.

Fig. 4. Illustration of dynamic workload ﬁltering and scheduling.
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tentative execution schedule with better choices. Each time an energyineﬃcient event is detected, SLR makes informed updates to the
execution schedule and then rewinds for another round of learning.
SLR saves time during the template generation process by rewinding to
a system snapshot taken previously, jumping over simulation steps not
aﬀected by updates in scheduling.
The three main components of SLR are outlined below:

In each iteration of the while loop (steps 6–16), priorities of
candidate instances from timing-graphs and throughput-apps are
compared to decide which ones to accept for execution. During this
workload ﬁltering, the execution schedules of any accepted instances of
timing-graphs and throughput-apps are also decided. For an accepted
throughput-app instance, the execution schedule is dynamically deduced in steps 8–11 by always allocating the parallel phase of each
instance with the lowest possible number of small cores just suﬃcient
to ﬁnish the instance before its deadline. In this way the system's
execution eﬀort can be distributed as evenly as possible (i.e., load
balanced) over time to avoid spikes in the number of busy or idle cores.
While parallelizable phases of a throughput-app instance are
executed on the small-core-cluster with the least number of cores
clocked at an energy-eﬃcient frequency in the NTC region, sequential
phases are prioritized to steal big cores from timing-graph instances
(steps 9–10), leaving more time to spread execution eﬀort in the smallcore-cluster evenly over parallelizable phases. This improves energyeﬃciency of the system in two ways: (i) an even execution scheduling
minimizes the number of small cores required for each parallel phase,
reducing multithreading energy-overhead which typically increases
with thread count [48]; and (ii) as this scheduling method distributes
energy consumption of multithreaded applications more evenly across
multiple schedule windows, timing-centric task graphs in these windows also tend to get a more even energy budget among them, resulting
in better overall energy-eﬃciency. In prior work, strategies to create an
even execution schedule have been shown to result in high energy
eﬃciency for systems with DVFS capability, due to the well-known
convex power-frequency relationship [49]. For the same reason, our
scheduler does not consider shutting down cores as energy saved will
not justify the eﬃciency loss of the resulting uneven schedule. When a
sequential phase of throughput-apps steals a big core, a new schedule
template for timing-graphs is selected to execute with one less core
available (step 13). Lastly, if there is energy left over after handling all
throughput-app instances, we repeat schedule template selection for
timing-graphs, to fully utilize the energy budget for the current
schedule window (steps 17–19).

1) Firstly, an initial tentative schedule for SLR is generated based on a
given target energy budget level, which drops task graphs with
lower penalty densities that cannot be supported by the given
energy budget, assuming uniform execution frequency for all task
nodes. The generated initial schedule conservatively rules out some
obviously sub-optimal portions of the solution space and reserves
headroom for the upcoming iterative learning process.
2) During recursive learning, the tentative schedule decides the
amount of workload to accept and execution frequencies of task
nodes, which are taken by a simulation engine that updates the
status of task graphs and processing cores step-by-step to detect
possible energy ineﬃcient events (discussed later). At each step, the
engine checks core utilization and ready task nodes, to perform
execution order scheduling (to decide execution order of tasks) and
task node-to-core allocation (to decide execution core of each task).
In execution order scheduling, the execution order of task nodes
from diﬀerent task graphs is deduced using a metric called implicit
deadline, which is deﬁned as the latest time to ﬁnish a task node so
that it is still possible to ﬁnish all remaining task nodes of the
parent task graph before its deadline. Thus the earlier the implicit
deadline is, the more urgent it is to ﬁnish the task node to avoid a
deadline miss for the entire task graph. As shown in Fig. 6, implicit
deadlines of all task nodes are calculated by using a nested function
to back-traverse the entire task graph starting from the end task
node, which has its implicit deadline equal to the deadline of its
parent task graph. As a result, task nodes with earlier implicit
deadlines should be scheduled ﬁrst for execution. In task node-tocore allocation, we use a heuristic based on a ﬁrst-ﬁt decreasing
algorithm for the bin-packing problem [50], which sorts task nodes
in decreasing order of their execution times and then iteratively
allocates the task node with highest execution times to cores with
lowest accumulated workload, for execution.
3) Lastly, the core of the SLR heuristic is a snapshot-based iterative
learning method, as shown in Fig. 5. Every time a new task graph
arrives for execution, SLR saves a snapshot of the current system
status so that the simulation can always rewind to this snapshot
that was saved before the schedule for the new task graph takes
eﬀect. During step-by-step simulation, two types of energy ineﬃcient events may be detected due to sub-optimal decisions in
tentative schedule: (i) task node deadline miss, which is caused

6. Schedule template generation
As discussed in Section 4, our proposed mixed-criticality scheduling
framework (McSF) relies on schedule templates generated at design-time
to guide the execution of timing-centric task graphs. We utilize a designtime method derived from [22] to generate scheduling templates for
timing-centric task graphs under diﬀerent energy budget levels and
number of available cores, called snapshot-learn-and-rewind (SLR).
Fig. 5 illustrates the SLR method. The main idea in SLR is to
perform iterative learning via step-by-step simulation to update a

Fig. 5. Snapshot-learn-and-rewind (SLR) technique for generating schedule templates
for timing-centric task graphs.

Fig. 6. An example of priority (implicit deadline) assignment.
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target computing platform. In [43] the tunnel ﬁeld-eﬀect transistor
(TFET) was modeled and simulated, and shown to exhibit beneﬁts with
ultra-low operation voltage and low energy-delay product. The authors
experimented with a processor critical path abstraction using a ringoscillator chain of NAND gates and FO4 loads and reported 500 MHz
operation frequency with near-threshold voltage as low as 0.3 V. In this
paper, we adopt this new device technology and shorter critical path for
our cores compared to Intel Atom processors and set the target NTC
operation frequency, fnth, to be 500 MHz. Besides, we assumed threshold voltage Vth of 0.289 V [42] for the 22 nm technology node and ran
multiple iterations of simulation using VARIUS-NTC, a manycore
system process variation model extended to NTC in [15], to set the
NTC supply voltage Vddnth to 0.4 V, which not only achieves high
energy-eﬃciency but also keeps a safe margin with Vth to avoid errors
due to the impact of process variations.

by conservative frequency assignment in the tentative schedule and
is addressed by boosting frequency for nodes along the corresponding critical path; and (ii) energy depletion, due to higher than
supportable workload accepted by the tentative schedule, which is
addressed by dropping the task graph with lowest penalty density.
When simulation steps ﬁnish without any energy ineﬃcient events,
SLR concludes and the updated schedule is saved as a schedule
template for the speciﬁed energy budget and number of cores.
At design time, the SLR heuristic is executed multiple times with
diﬀerent energy budget levels and number of cores to generate a set of
schedule templates for the run-time scheduler (described in Section 5)
to select from.

7. Experimental results
7.2. Design-time template generation analysis

7.1. Experiment setup

Our mixed-criticality scheduling framework (McSF) executes timing-centric task graph applications based on schedule templates
generated at design time using the snapshot-learn-and-rewind method
(SLR). With scheduling granularity set to 1 ms, our ﬁrst set of
experiments compared SLR with a mixed integer linear programing
(MILP) approach similar to [44], which generates optimal solutions
mathematically. As shown in Table 3, although the MILP approach
generates optimized schedule templates, we found it to be not scalable
for larger problem sizes in terms of both template generation time and
memory footprint, which may not be practical even at design time. In
contrast, the SLR approach stays viable for large problem sizes with a
slight sacriﬁce in solution optimality.
For McSF, a total of 99 schedule templates are generated with
diﬀerent energy budget levels evenly distributed from none to suﬃcient
for diﬀerent number of (big) cores ranging from 0 to 8. The perschedule-window miss penalties of the generated template set are
shown in Fig. 7, which shows decreasing penalty when more energy
budget and cores are made available for an execution schedule. It
should be noted that some templates are ignored in our scheduling,
e.g., those highlighted in the upper-left and bottom-right regions of
Fig. 7 enclosed by blue lines. For example, for the 2 core case, looking
at the highlighted region on the bottom-right, increasing the energy
budget level beyond 3 does not reduce miss penalty. Similarly, for
energy budget level 2, increasing the number of cores beyond 5 does
not improve miss penalty. Thus templates in these two regions can be
safely ignored.

Our experiments use real-world energy harvesting proﬁles based on
historical weather data provided by the Measurement and
Instrumentation Data Center (MIDC) of the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (NREL) [51]. We evaluate system performance
over a span of 750 min, from 6:00 A.M. to 6:30 P.M. in a day. We
assume peak energy harvesting power to be equal to maximum power
required by the system to execute all workload instances.
For timing-centric task graphs, we select applications from various
domains: automotive, networking, and telecom from the Embedded
System Synthesis Benchmark Suite (E3S) [36]. Task graphs are
assigned with periods uniformly distributed from 10 to 60 s. For
throughput-centric multithreaded applications, we select a set of
barrier-synchronized parallel applications, including ﬀt, cholesky,
bodytrack, vips, and blackscholes, from the SPLASH-2 [37] and
PARSEC [38] benchmark suites, which have diﬀerent degrees of
parallelism (4, 8, or 16), periods (in range of 10–20 min), and (m,
k)-soft constraints (m in range of 1–3, k in range of 5–10) assigned.
To acquire power and performance metrics for mixed-criticality
workloads on diﬀerent types of cores, we use Sniper [39], an ×86
multicore simulator, and the McPAT [40] power model extended to
support Vdd in the NTC region for the 22 nm technology node. Table 2
shows the conﬁguration of our platform with big-core-clusters and
small-core-clusters. For intra-cluster transfers, a 2D-mesh network-onchip (NoC) and XY routing over conﬂict-free TDMA virtual channels is
assumed. For inter-cluster communication, we assume delay in the
range of hundreds of microseconds to cross clusters [41].
To ﬁt with near-threshold computing's main objective, of achieving
high power eﬃciency, we assumed aggressive low-voltage/power
techniques at both device and architecture level to be adapted in our

7.3. Timing intensity metric evaluation
Our next set of experiments tested if our proposed timing intensity
metric (from Section 5.1) can accurately characterize the importance of
application instances with respect to the (m,k) constraint in a mixedcriticality workload. Suppose that the proposed timing intensity metric
was inaccurate, then an alternative timing intensity metric could return

Table 2
Configuration of heterogeneous multicore processor.
Architectural Parameters
Core Types
Execution
Issue Width
Reorder Buﬀer Size
Cache
Core Area
Cluster Parameters
Cluster Type
Core Count
Frequency Control
f, Vdd Range
Technology Parameters
Technology Node
Vth
Vddnth, f nth

Big Cores
Out-of-Order
4
128
64KB, 4-way
15.7 mm2

Small Cores
In-Order
2
N/A
16KB, direct
4 mm2

Big-Core-Cluster
8
Per-Core DVFS
0.5–1.2 GHz, 0.4–1 V

Small-Core-Cluster
32
Uniform Frequency
f nth, Vddnth

Table 3
MILP and SLR on task graph sets with different sizes.
Method

SLR
MILP
SLR
MILP

22 nm with TFET
0.289 V
0.4 V, 500 MHz

121

Task Graph Set
Complexity
Num.
of
Nodes

Num.
of
Edges

36

44

150

193

Memory
Footprint

GenerationTime

Total
Miss
Penalty

42 MB
257 MB
61 MB
7693 MB

0.1 h
6.5 h
1h
492 h

1797
1770
1695
1660
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Fig. 7. Miss penalties for generated schedule templates.

Fig. 9. Miss penalties and instance miss rates across conﬁgurations.

energy harvesting). To ﬁt into the experimental setup of this paper, our
version of PIE estimates the performance beneﬁt of mapping each
phase in throughput-centric applications to big cores and the scheduler
dynamically selects one phase with the most beneﬁt to share bigger
cores with timing-centric task graphs for each schedule window.
We additionally compare the performance of our proposed mixedcriticality scheduling framework (McSF) across four diﬀerent setups: 1)
Big8-Lite32, the default conﬁguration with 8 big cores and 32 small
cores, which adapts the moving average solar energy prediction
method used in Liu's work [3]; 2) Perfect-Pred, a setup with identical
core conﬁguration as the default one, but with the assumption of
perfect energy harvesting prediction; 3) Big8-Big32, a conﬁguration
that replaces the default 32 small cores with 32 big ones; and 4) Big8Big8, a conﬁguration that replaces the default 32 small cores with 8 big
cores, to keep overall area footprint the same as Big8-Lite32 (Table 2).
Fig. 9 shows the results of our comparison study. For throughputcentric applications the total miss rate (throughput-centric: all)
represents all the instances that are dropped. However, because of
the (m,k)-soft deadline constraint in these applications, some dropped
instances do not violate the constraint. Therefore the eﬀective miss rate
(throughput-centric: (m, k)-only) is much lower.
From Fig. 9, it can be observed that the default Big8-Lite32
conﬁguration only suﬀers slight increase in system miss penalty
compared to Perfect-Pred that has ideal energy prediction, showing
the ability of McSF to mitigate the performance impact of energy
harvesting mispredictions. Compared to Perfect-Pred, Big8-Lite32 has
higher miss rate for timing-centric tasks graph instances and lower
miss rate for multithreaded application instances. This is because Big8Lite32 accepts higher than optimal multithreaded application instances, without awareness of hard-to-predict instantaneous drops in
harvesting power. Then our dynamic workload ﬁltering framework
(Section 5.2) allocates fewer resources to timing-centric task graphs to
sustain the energy supply for those extra throughput-centric instances
already in execution to minimize energy wasted due to misprediction.
As a result, miss penalty increases slightly because the balance between
the two types of workloads is aﬀected during this process.
For the (m, k)-Unaware setup, which utilizes the same coreconﬁguration as Big8-Lite32 but has no awareness of (m, k) constraints, the result shows much lower total miss rate for throughputcentric instances as this approach considers all instances as necessary
for penalty avoidance. However, the actual (m, k)-miss rate increases as
(m, k)-Unaware allocates energy to instances that are less important
for (m, k) constraints. Besides, it also leads to higher miss rate for
timing-centric task graphs as the balance between the two types of

Fig. 8. System miss penalties under diﬀerent intensity scale factors.

a better result that has less miss penalty in total. To mimic alternative
metrics, we oﬀset the resulting timing intensity values with diﬀerent
oﬀset factors ranging for 1/10 to 10. In our experiments for each oﬀset
factor, timing intensity values calculated for instances of throughputcentric multithreaded applications were multiplied by each oﬀset
factor. For timing-centric task graph instances, the timing intensity
was still ﬁxed to 1 by deﬁnition. The results in Fig. 8 (red line) show
that keeping the original calculated timing intensity (of 1) minimizes
overall system miss penalty, while oﬀsetting timing intensity to higher
or lower values leads to more miss penalties. Thus it can be concluded
that our deﬁned timing intensity metric can accurately evaluate
importance of instances to achieve the best balance between throughput-centric and timing-centric tasks to minimize miss penalty of the
entire mixed-criticality workload.
We also compared our timing intensity metric with the distance-tofailure metric proposed in Hamdaoui's work [9], which also ﬁnds its
peak when no oﬀset is applied (Fig. 8). We found that it results in up to
9.5% higher miss penalties, compared to our timing intensity-based
priority assignment method, as the distance-to-failure metric only
considers the next nearest timing failure in the worst case. Besides,
both metric evaluation methods outperform the (m,k)-unaware scheduling method that assumes ﬁrm deadlines for all application instances
(see black horizontal line in Fig. 8).
7.4. McSF performance evaluation
As ours is the ﬁrst framework to address the scheduling and
allocation problem for mixed-criticality workloads on heterogeneous
systems powered by energy harvesting, there is no prior work to
directly compare the overall system performance against. However, we
did adapt the performance impact estimation (PIE) methodology as an
exemplar state-of-art thread scheduling technique for single-ISA
heterogeneous systems from [35] (even though it does not support
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workload is notably aﬀected. Thus (m, k)-Unaware has higher overall
system miss penalty compared to Big8-Lite32.
Fig. 9 also shows a comparison with the performance impact
estimation (PIE) scheduling and allocation framework from prior work
[35] for thread scheduling in single-ISA heterogeneous systems, It can
be seen that PIE has 13.6% higher miss rate and penalty compared to
Big8-Lite32, as it does not focus on energy eﬃciency but rather on
throughput performance, causing more workload to be allocated to
big cores for less overall eﬃciency.
Comparing Big8-Lite32 with Big8-Big32, it can be seen that
although Big8-Big32 provides better computing capability, it leads to
much higher overall miss penalty due to a decrease in energy eﬃciency.
On average, big cores bring performance speedup of approximately 3×,
with an average jump of 7× in power consumption, ending up with a 2×
degradation in energy eﬃciency. Moreover Big8-Big32 also has a much
higher area footprint than Big8-Lite32, given that the area of big cores
is close to 4× that of small cores.
It is also interesting to note the results for Big8-Big8, which is a
multicore conﬁguration with the same chip area footprint as Big8Lite32. Big8-Big8 suﬀers even higher miss penalty than Big8-Big32, as
it not only has lower energy eﬃciency than Big8-Big32 but also
possesses lower computation throughput than Big8-Big32. Big8Lite32 outperforms Big8-Big8 by 23.2% miss penalty reduction, highlighting the importance of core heterogeneity to improve energyeﬃciency and performance in energy-constrained multicore computing platforms.
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8. Conclusions
[16]

In this paper, we addressed the scheduling problem for single-ISA
heterogeneous multicore processors running hybrid mixed-criticality
workloads with a limited and ﬂuctuating energy budget provided by
solar energy harvesting. We modeled a mixed-criticality workload by
combining timing-centric real-time task graphs with ﬁrm deadlines and
throughput-centric multithreaded applications with soft deadlines,
with diﬀerent associated miss penalties. We utilized a single-ISA
heterogeneous platform design to fulﬁll requirements for this mixedcriticality workload. To achieve a balance that minimizes overall system
miss penalty, we proposed a novel timing intensity estimation method,
based on which we can allocate resources dynamically to diﬀerent types
of workloads according to energy harvesting conditions. In our experiments, the proposed mixed-criticality scheduling framework was
shown to achieve a 9.5% miss penalty reduction with the proposed
timing intensity metric compared to metrics from prior work, a 13.6%
performance improvement over a state-of-the-art scheduling approach
for single-ISA heterogeneous platforms, and a 23.2% performance
beneﬁt from exploiting platform heterogeneity.
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